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Abstract: Despite numerous research efforts of the past 40
years in the area of distribution expansion. a clear definition
of the problem. and a truly multistage formulation that
addresses practical concerns is yet to be developed. In this
paper. the problem is clearly defined and analyzed from a
practical point of view. A directed gmph minimum edge cost
network flow modeling of the problem for a truly multistage
formulation using ntathemati~ pro-ing tit
guarantees global optimality and addresses the noted
deficiencies is proposed. The proposed formulation is
implemented on small case studies under wying
assumptions. Comparative analysis indicates the importance
of improved expansion planning.

Keywords:Powerdistributionplanning,distributionexpansion,
multistageplanning,mathematkd pro~dng.

I. INTRODUCTION

The distribution expansion is a nonlinear. NP-Complete
pmctical problem, with a 40-year history of continued efforts
and contributions for improved solutions. The first
publication in this area has been atibuted to [1] in 1960.
Various heuristic and mathematical techniques have been
proposed for this problem. Detailed categorical analyses of
the previous contributions identifying the significant
shortcomings, have been presented in [2-3].

While growth of electric demand has recently slowed
through efforts in the area of energy management. the need
for a continued expansion seems inevitable in the
foreseeable fhture. This general description of the expansion
problems is somewhat independent of many other issues
facing the both the suppliers and the consumers of electrical
energy. For example, the deregulation concept, as an attempt
to promote competition by giving more choices to the
consumers, although will impact the supplies’ planning
strategies, it cannot however, contain or limit the growth in
demand or the system expansion in the globat sense.

The overall approach of previous research to distribution
system expansion may be divided into two distinct
categories, single stage. and multistage. Single stage refers
to the case where the full expansion requirements for the
area are determined in one period. Multistage on the other
hand refers to expansion of the system in successive plans
over several stages. representing the mturai course of
progression.
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Multistage approach. due to the interdependency between
stages. is challenging to formulate but the solution offers a
more useful result. Still. the majority of the development has
addressed the problem by a single stage approach. Here. the
primary focus will be the relatively few multistage
approaches to the expansion problem [4-15].

Adams and Laughton [12] first proposed a decomposition
method for a multistage formulation. but this was not fully
implemented. Gonen and Foot [5] published the fwst fully
implemented multistage formulation. The approach was
limited to small size problems due to the inclusion of many
decision variables that have in fact been standardized by the
utilities. A more general MILP formulation of [5] was later
developed by Gonen and Remirez to include a complex set
of voltage drop constraints, but not reliability [7].

Sun [6], and later Remirez and GOnen [8], introduced a
technique that can be best described as a pseudo dynamic
algorithm. In this type of algorithm. the horizon stage is
considered fmt using a static model identi&ing the set of
expansion elements to be used for the entire planing period.
Then a series of concatemted single stage algorithms are
employed for the intermediate stages. The algorithms for the
intermediate stages are so formulated to only select elements
form the solution set provided by the initial horizon stage
algorithm. No voltage drop or reliability concerns were
addressed. Neither offers a true multistage solution and
more importantly, the dynamic change process of the
objective function within the linear progr~ was not
presented in [5. 10, or 7]. Similarly in [4. 9, and 10], the
approaches comprised a set of static algorithms used by
different parent algorithms to achieve the multistage
objectives.

E1-Kady. presented a sparsity based MILP formulation in
[11]. E,xplicit voltage drop constraints require linearization
and use of a Step-Wise feeder Flow-Impedance
characteristic requiring a significant number of’ additional
integer variables. Blanchard et al. in [15] proposed a
multistage heuristic method in five phases. The model is
quadratic mixed integer programming and uses a solution
stmtegy based on the pseudo dynamic algorithms used in
[6], and [8]. No existing facilities. voltage drop. or reliability
was considered. The authors emphasized acceptability of a
near optimal compromise solution in the interest of the CPU
calculation time similar to the arguments found in the
evolutionary technique approaches analyzed in [2].
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A fundamental question may be whether or not these “’
multistage approaches can fmd the global optimum. The
answer for the heuristic techniques is uncertain as discussed
in [2]. As for the decomposition techniques. the question can
only be answered with certainty if art approach that
guarantees global optimality is developed and the solutions
compared. This is rarely practical.

Due to tie recent increased demand for reliable seMce,
efforts have been made to include reliability in formulations.
Several studies addressed the impacts of unreliable seMce,
and attempted to quantify the cost of reliability as seen by
the suppliers as well as their customers [4. 16, 17].

Although the efforts have better illuminated the significance
of reliability and have quantified some of the penalties
incurred the cost of reliability still remains a crude estimate.
Furthermore. comparison of this approximate cost against
the fairly precise installation and maintenance costs of the
switching and the protection apparatus is far tlom accumte
for the following specific reasons.

Firstly, the reliability cost is not only an estimate. but also,
only considers one component of the semice reliability,
namely the service continuity. Even at that. as noted by
some others [18], more accurate determination requires more
accurate data from both the supplier and the customer. which
is presently unavailable.

Secondly. there is more than one component to the service
reliability than say the sewice continuity. At least one other
component of reliability can easily be attributed to service
quality. For example. an extended low voltage condition
could bear much higher costs for both the suppliers and the
consumers. Aga@ the cost assignments for the semice
quality facet of reliability, similar to the one for service
continuity can only be a rough approximation at this time
although there may be more ongoing sophisticated analyses
such as the one suggested by [19].

Based on the above rational inclusion of any component of
reliability, such as service continuity, should be formulated
as a separate objective. Except for [10, 18] whom first
proposed inclusion of reliability into a multi-objective
problem. other research similar to [4, 20] have integrated the
costs of reliability along with the fixed and variable costs of
the expansion alternatives into a single criterion optimization
model.

4)

5)

6)

7)

A.

1)

2)

3)

Summary of the significant shortcomings

The literature reveals some confusion about the
practical distribution expansion objectives.
Voltage constraints are completely ignored in some
cases and inappropriately applied in some others.
Reliability is either ignore~ or incorrectly quantified
and integrated with other costs.

Budgetary CCInstminq which are faced by all utiliti%
are missing t%ommost formulations.
Variable routing and conductor size options between
nodes have not been properly addressed.
A true multistage approach that guarantees global
optimaiity has not yet been developed.
Commonly considered upgrade possibilities have been
completely ignored.

U. PROBLEM DEFINITION

The primary goal of the expansion problem is to timely
serve the load growth safely, reliably, and economically.
Here. it is assumed that safety considerations have already
been translated into a set of operational standards in the
design stage. Reliability and economics on the other hang
may be formulated as objectives for optimization programs.
F@ a single criterion optimization is developed to
minimize the total fmd and variable costs at all stages
ensuring thau

● eve~ demand center j is served for all stages.
● voltages are within guidelines at every node j for all

stages,
● all elements operate within their capabilities and

operational constraints,
. all expenditure is within the budget for every stage.

A general mathematical representation of the above is

(1)

Sd!j.d to. ~.1’l],t-~.kjk.t=p ,,1 Vj c LoadCentm, yandjk eFccdem (2)

Vm s v,., < v’- VJ E LoadCrete= (3)

sit s Sy=’ Vie Stations (4a)

Xj,, s .Yb$ vu ● FeederLinks (4b)

where T is thenumbcmf stages10 ftdlexpanaion

f ia eachstageof theTSbl&process

Xv,, i9thedirectiondcmnpleqowaflow hnnodei tonodej at st.aget

.G ,, is thedircctiondcomplexpnwcrtfowfmmtnode~;0nodek at ataget

P,,, iathcdivmikl pcakdaman&f Ioadccnter(nade)j at staget

C$,l isthctiedmstof auhtation.$ tobeinatalfadatstagat

Cm, is thevariablccoatof substations tobernctuedat ataget

Cfi,f ia thefixedcat of feckfcr~tobeinatafkdat stagef

CW.I k thevariablecoatof fceder~ toberncurc&t staget

~,’ k the Mtageat node j at stager

V“”, F are thelOwer& uppdxwndaof accqtablewitage

.S c S,”= .z-eIoadingofsubatatind at stager andMaximum CapabilhymapectivdY

z,,, X~” amtheflowrn thclinkj at stagcrand andkkim~apa~~ti

B, ia thempanaienbudgetamountforstagc t

The value of C to be minimized in(1) is the total cost for the
expansion over all the stages. Constmints (2-5) include both
physical and petiormance conditions. Constraint (2) is the
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wefl known Kirichofs Current Law (KCL) apptied to every
node. Constraint (3) sets explicit voltage limits for all the
load centers. Constraints (4a) and (4b) ensure that all
substation transformers and feeders are loaded within their
capabilities. and all other operational conditions are within
limits. FAly, constraint (5) is a budgetary constraint so that
the expansion costs at each stage are within the budgeted
amount that has been genemily neglected in all previous
formulations.

Introducing the necessary decision variables, scpamting the
linear and the nonlinear terms. and assuming for now (this
will be shown later) that all variable costs may be modeled
as quadratic functions of power flows, a matrix form
representation of the problem may be formulated as shown
below.

where

C e R is the total cost for the ultimate system expansion
t Gz is the stsge number of the multistage study

m EZ is the total number of nodes
n Ez is the total number of feedera and the substations

ns GZ is the number of Substations

B, CR is the expansion budget for stage r
X*( ~ R@’”) is the vector of feeder poweS flows

X$tER“ is the vector of substation loads
x, eF? is the feededsubstation loading vector

6E, e {o,1}(-) ISthe vector of feeder decision variables
6s, e {0,I}m is the vector of substation &cision vsriables
V,, E R’” is the vector of no& voltages
~, ~ e R’ are the voltage bound veetors

Cfi, e R“ are the vectors of tixed substation costs
P,,, E F is the vector of Load Center demands
CP,, ● R (m) is he “e~ors of fixed feeder costs

b,, e R“ is the capacity bound vector at stage t

Q, E pm is the loss cost matrix for the submtions
Qp ~ @.+tlWU) is the loss cost matrix for the feeder links

Aj c l?’”- is the system node to branch incidence matrix
R,Z are sets of real and integer numbers respectively.

Ail other variables are as defined earlier. Note, the variable
costs C.F,, and Cvs,l have been mapped into elements of QF
and QS respectively. The nature of this mapping will be
clarified later.

The above problem is a nonlinear and mixed integer
optimization problem. Mixed integer problems in genem
and specifically this problem, computationally belong to the
class NP complete. NP completeness refers to a class of
problems for which algorithmically, the computational
complexity of the solution searches grows exponentially
(non pcdynornially) with some parameter [21].

III. DESIGN CRITERIA AND ASSUMPTIONS

Detailed analysis and the mtiortal for the following stated
design criteria and assumptions have been provided in [3]

1)

2)

3)

4)

5)

6)

Candidate Substation loeatiom all or a subset of which
are to be develop@ are assumed known. (F@ 1)
Location and loading data for existing and fbture load
centers are available. and the load is distributed on main
Iatemls known as local loops.(Fig. 2)
All local loops are self contained in their protective and
power factor mrection equipment and viewed as a
unity power factor load at the inter connection point to
the main feeder.
Any feeder link between two nodes may have a multiple
routing options, and multiple size options may be
considered for each routing. (Fig.3)
Unit costs for every option, and the characteristic data
for all equipment are known.
Inilation adjusted present worth casts as defined in [3]
will be used for both fixed and variable costs.
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IV. ENERGY LOSSES

A quantitative measure of losses was presented in [3]. Here.
to better understand the effects of the losses as compared to
the fixed costs. in a parallel study, the upper and the lower
bounds for the ratio of the quadratic to linear terms of the
distribution expansion MIQP by considering the following
quadratic mixed integer objective function:

&linZ.=cT6+l/2XTQX (11)

where .Y = /X1, .Y:,.... .Y,JT c R* is a vector of continuous
variables and 6= [61, &,..., 8JT c {0,1) n, i=l,2,...,n is the
vector of decision variables- Mah-k Q is positive definite
and diagonal when the expansion is modeled as a minimum
edge cost network flow problem on a directed graph.
Therefore, all eigen values qi of Q are known positive real
numbers.

Assume that .Yand 6 are coupled such that VX ~ R“ 3 a
corresponding & {O,1)” Also note tha< if Q 3 0. then
Quadratic Program (QP) a Linear Program (LP). Now.
defining r as the quadratic dominance mtio of the objective
function. we have:

+- .Y TQX
r=

c T6
(12)

the distribution expansion problem) for the upper bound and
minimum values of .Y(or zero) for the lower bound

The study [22] showed that even under conservative
assumptions. the dominance ratio evaluated at the QP
minimizer is wmsistcrttly below 10% for the distribution
examule. The studv further showed that for a QP in which
the d&inance ratio is below 25Y%a single approximating
LPcanbe found withthesamemi ‘mmizer as the QP.
Therefore the expansion problem may be accurately
modeled as a single MILP. without the need for the
conventional linea&ation techniques that proliferate the
number of variables
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V. MODELING AND FORMULATION

Directed graph minimum edge cost network flow modeling
is proposed for this problem. The directionality choice,
reduces the number of flow variables in the objective
function (1) to:

By Rayleigh-Rifz inequality from Linear System Theory[ ], n

for any symmetric positive definite Q, Min C =~{ C;,,dt ++[ .’Y:QX, ] ) (15)
i=l

a b*,”.Y:Y< .YTQ.YK/l &&Y:Y v .Y (13) where

where, A~i. and 2 ~fmare the smallest and the largest eigen Cj, ER“ is the vector of fixed costs in stage t
vahtes of Q respxtively. Therefore, r is bounded above and
below by:

8s,, e {0,1)” is the vector of decisions at stage t

Note t%rtAer with a diagonal Q, a completely decoupled

~1.bfin X T X ~aMarxTx expansion of (15) is
<r<

T6 .T~
(14)

c

T

Now, for a conservative bounding (worst case), one can use Min:C= x{ z Cf .J@q,t+ ~ G.yp-l;,t
}

(16)
maximum limit values of X (conductor capability limits in t=t &Lposs @Lposs
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where

q@ is the fixed cost of link ij at stage t.
Cv,q,, k the variable cost coefficient of link ij at stage t
Lpms k the setof all link possibilities
l-q,, is the diversified power flow in the link ~ at stage t

All other variables are as defined earlier. The MIQP
represented in (16) maybe accurately formulated as a single
MILP details of which has been deferred to fbture
publications.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A simple test case of Fig. 4 consisting of one existing
substation node 2, and one existing load center, node 3, and
two Mum load centers 4 and 5, was studied based on the a
linear version of the above formulation. Table 1 provides the
load grow data and the link characteristics unit cost data is
given by Table 2.

MW Loads stage 1 \ stage 2 \ stage 3
atCanter. Pj,l I Pj,2 I Pj,3

1 -6 -13 -20-------------------------
2 0 0 0. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..-
3 6 6 9
4

I
o 4 6

5 0 3 5

Table 1. Load yowh data

Several, 10 year. three stage, optimization algorithms were
implemented using commercial software. In all studies, two
and eight year periods were considered between the first two
stages, and a 30 year period for cumulative loss calculation
beyond stage 3. Ftier, uniform load growths were
considered for the first two stages, and it was assumed that
the system is fully developed beyond stage 3 with no load
growth.

From To Select. Option FIow(MW) Volts @ end

Staae 1 2 1-2 6 126

Stage 2 3 1-1 9 122.4
224 1-1 4 125.52

35 1-2 3 121.86

1 2 1-2 20 126
Stage 2 3 1-1 14 120.4

324 1-1 6 12526
35 1-2 5 1195

Table 3. Optimization solution

The optimal solution for test case 1 is shown in table 3. Note
that the optimization program has selected the link 2-4 to
supply load center 4 and the link 3-5 to supply load center 5
as the optimal solutions.

ijTC rt w link typelsizc r I CAP FC

1 2 TFRi41 1 1 3 Phase 12/14MVA ~,~ - 14 60
1 2 TFR#2 1 2 3 Phase 12/14 MVA o.~ . 14 6C

2 30H11 715.5AL 0.1468 9 23.5 40

2 4 OH 11 715.5AL 0.0966 4 29.8 42
24UG 2 1 1ooOEPRPVC(AL) 0.1019 6 25.5 18
250H II 715 5AL 0.0966 10 29.8 42
3 4STR11 4/0 ACSR 0.445 6.7 11 50
3 4STR12 666ACSR 0.142 7 21 52
3 4STR13 954ACSR 0.0982 7 27 54
34 UG21 4/0 XLPPVC 0.472 7.5 10.8 17:
34UG 22 700 XLPPVC 0.1457 7.5 21 18(
34UG 2 3 1000 EPRPVC(AL) 0.1019 7.5 25.5 18:
350H II 4/0 AL 0.4873 4 11 38
350H12 715.5AL 0.1468 4 23.5 40
350H13 715.5AL 0.0966 4 29.8 42

43 SAME AS 3-4
450H11 715.5AL 0.0966 12 29.8 42

(ey : i :sourcc terminal
:Ioad terminal

i : Length in MiIes
r: Line Resistance in Ohms/Mile

rt :Routing option designation
Ss :Link/TFR size designation

CIC : C able in conduit
OH :Overhead construction

O TH : Other construction
UG : Underground construction

STR : Streamline construction
TFR : Substation transformer

TC : Type construction
FC : Fixed Cost S /ft or S/KVA for TFR

CAP :Link/TFR Capacity in MVA

Table 2. Link characteristic and cost &ta

,ro verify the importance of having multiple size gradation in
conjunction with existence of explicit voltage constrain%
two additional studies were conducted in which only a single
size option (4/0 AL) was considered for the link 3-5. It was
noted that for the case where the explicit voltage constmints
were included. the program rendered the sub optimal
solution of choosing the longer link (2-5) to serve load
center 5. In the case without the explicit constx3ints, the
solution remained (3-5) at a reduced node 5 voltage.

It should also be noted for this case, that the existing
transformer (designated as 1-1 for the link 1-2) could
adequately serve the load until stage 3. This shows the
importance of developing an upgrade capability in the
pro- as temporary, economical solutions that are
upgraded in Mum are commonly practiced by the utilities.

VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS

A categorical analysis of the past 40 years of research
indicates that even though many advances have been made
towards the solution of the distribution expansion problem
there still remain many areas for fu?ure research.
Implementation of multiple routing and size options,
inclusion of upgmde possibilities, and treatment of reliability
and other objectives are major areas in need of Mure
development regardless of the techniques.
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A directed gmph minimum edge cost network flow
modeling in a three stage formulation including multipIe
routirtg and size options has been proposed and
implemented. It has been shown that inclusion of multiple
size gradation is a significant factor when implementing
explicit voltage constraints. Investigations of a simple test
case indicate that inclusion of voltage constraints without
consideration of multiple routing and size options render the
solution sub optimal. It is also proposed that upgrade
possibilities need be considered for the problem to be
practical. This is vital for maximum asset utilization
optirnaiity of the solution. and it is inherently aligned with
industry PKiCtiW and training.

The only variable costs that can intluence the solution and
need be considered are the energy losses. Although
neglecting the losses as done by [9], or piecewise / stepwise
linearization techniques can provide adequate solutions.
inclusion allows for more accurate modeling. It is proposed
that reliability, social/environmental impacts. and other
objectives be considered as sepamte objectives and not
integrated into a single objective formulations.
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